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Long-Handled Seeder Comparison Chart
Part # Product

9170

Recommended Use

A wide variety of small and large
EarthWay® Vegetable
seeds. Best for use with larger
Seeder
seeds like corn, peas, and beans.

In-Row spacing
1–12”, depending
upon plate used.

# of
Rows
1

Row
Spacing

Number of Hole
Sizes Available

Assembled
Weight

n/a

11 seed plate sizes
available, plus a
71/2 lbs.
blank plate for creating custom sizing

Country of Origin

Features / Notes

U.S.A.

Push-type seeder. A lightweight and affordable entry-level seeder. Most effective for larger
seeds. May drop seeds in small clusters so thinning may be required. In-row spacing is
limited, which may also result in a need to thin seedlings. You can widen spacing by filling
some holes with wax. Single-row seeders often require less bed preparation than multirow models and can handle some uneven soils.

9284

One-Row Pinpoint
Seeder

1" , 1 /4", or 2 /4",
For greenhouse planting of small to
depending upon hole
medium-size seed.
size used.

1

n/a

6

2.5 lbs

Germany (body),
Maine-made handle

May be pushed or pulled. Maneuver with ease in enclosed spaces. Accurate, versatile, and
easy to fill and empty. Adjustable brush precisely meters seed. Compatible with a wide
variety of small seeds, including arugula, basil, brassicas, carrots, claytonia, endive, lettuce
(both raw and pelleted), mache, minutina, onion, parsley, radicchio, radish, spinach, and
more. NOTE: Performs best on finely-tilled, well-prepared soil surfaces, especially after
using a seedbed roller. Choice of six seed-hole sizes on two included shafts. Ash handle
included.

9285

Four-Row Pinpoint
Seeder

Densely planted, small-seeded
crops such as salad mix, baby
greens, carrots, or radish.

Up to 4

Min. 21/4”,
Max. 63/4”

4, plus an additional
4 with Extended
4.1 lbs.
Range Shaft

Germany (body),
Maine-made handle

Designed to be pulled. Good singulation. Requires a finely prepared seedbed. Firming the
seedbed prior to seeding is helpful for good germination. Few moving parts to break. Good
for tight spaces. Part #9861 Extended Range Shaft offers additional hole sizes for a wider
range of seed hole sizes.

9461

Glaser Seeder

Densely planted, small-seeded
crops. Best used with round-seed- 1”
ed varieties such as brassica crops.

1

n/a

3

Switzerland (body),
Maine-made handle

Designed to be pulled. Good singulation of small, round seed. Single-row seeders often
require less bed preparation than multi-row models and can handle some uneven soils.

9156

Six-Row Seeder

Densely planted, small-seeded
crops such as salad mix, baby
greens, carrots, or radish.

Maine, U.S.A.

Push-type seeder. Good singulation. Best used on a flat, well-prepared seedbed with few
rocks and debris. Not for use in wet or heavy-clay soils, which may clog rollers. Part #9454
Extended Range Shaft offers additional hole sizes for a wider range of seed hole sizes.

7319

Jang JP-1 Seeder

Can be used to sow most uniform 1
/2–28” depending
seeds of a small and medium size,
upon roller size and
1
and some larger seed, with the
sprocket combination.
appropriate roller.

7606

Jang JP-2 Two-Row
Push Seeder

Can be used to sow most uniform 1
/2–28” depending
seeds of a small and medium size,
upon roller size and
and some larger seed, with the
sprocket combination.
appropriate roller.

7607

7608

Jang JP-6 Six-Row
Push Seeder

7609

Can be used to sow most uniform 1
/2–28” depending
Jang JP-6W Six-Row seeds of a small and medium size,
upon roller size and
Wide Push Seeder
and some larger seed, with the
sprocket combination.
appropriate roller.

7008

Jang TD-1 Precision
Seeder

1

1

1” or 11/4”, depending
upon hole size used.

1”, 21/2”, or 4”
depending upon drive Up to 6
belt ratio.

3.8 lbs.

4, plus an additional
Min. 21/4”,
4 with Extended
13.1 lbs.
Max. 111/4”
Range Shaft
n/a

Wide range of roller
sizes available, plus
blank for creating
custom sizing

25 lbs.

Korea

Push-type seeder. Excellent singulation of small and medium seed. Although we offer
many recommendations, users must take the time to find what rollers work for the seed
varieties used in their system. Single-row seeders often require less bed preparation than
multi-row models and can handle some uneven soils. Additional shoe and attachment
options are available.

Up to 5;
includes
2 seed
hoppers

3–12”

Wide range of roller
sizes available, plus
blank for creating
custom sizing

31.1 lbs

Korea

Push-type seeder. Excellent singulation of small and medium seed. Although we offer
many recommendations, users must take the time to find what rollers work for the seed
varieties used in their system. Requires moderate bed preparation. Use add-on hopper
assemblies to expand to a 3, 4, or 5 row seeder. Additional shoe options are available.

Can be used to sow most uniform 1
/2–28” depending
Jang JP-3 Three-Row seeds of a small and medium size,
upon roller size and
Push Seeder
and some larger seed, with the
sprocket combination.
appropriate roller.

Up to 5;
includes
3 seed
hoppers

3–6”

Wide range of roller
sizes available, plus
blank for creating
custom sizing

35 lbs.

Korea

Excellent singulation of small and medium seed. Although we offer many recommendations, users must take the time to find what rollers work for the seed varieties used in their
system. Requires moderate bed preparation. Use add-on hopper assemblies to expand to
a 4 or 5 row seeder. Additional shoe options are available.

Can be used to sow most uniform 1
/2–28” depending
seeds of a small and medium size,
upon roller size and
and some larger seed, with the
sprocket combination.
appropriate roller.

Up to 8;
includes
6 seed
hoppers

3–41/2”

Wide range of roller
sizes available, plus
blank for creating
custom sizing

56 lbs.

Korea

Push-type seeder. Excellent singulation of small and medium seed. Although we offer
many recommendations, users must take the time to find what rollers work for the seed
varieties used in their system. Requires moderate bed preparation. Use add-on hopper
assemblies to expand to a 7 or 8 row seeder. Additional shoe options are available.

Korea

Push-type seeder. Excellent singulation of small and medium seed. Although we offer
many recommendations, users must take the time to find what rollers work for the seed
varieties used in their system. Requires moderate bed preparation. Use add-on hopper
assemblies to expand to a 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 row seeder. Additional shoe options are
available.

Korea

Push-type seeder. Excellent singulation of larger seed. Single-row seeders often require
less bed preparation than multi-row models and can handle some uneven soils.

Up to 12;
includes
3–7”
6 seed
hoppers

Large seeds such as beans, corn, 2–42” depending upon
peas, including large, flat seeds like plate size and sprock- 1
pumpkins.
et combination.

n/a

Wide range of roller
sizes available, plus
blank for creating
custom sizing

62.2 lbs.

3 seed plate sizes
available, plus blank
221/2 lbs.
plates for creating
custom sizing
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